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Splashes of Interiors

A Seaside Haven
Photography by Daniel Newcomb
Interior design by www.JDesignGroup.com
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A mural designed by Corredor uses fun décor and bold color
scheme of orange, white and red seen through out the house. A
65-inch plasma hangs from the mural and a smaller dining set
provides additional seating for entertaining guests. An amusing
Lucite bubble chair hangs from the ceiling of the balcony, allowing
friends to see the infinity water view at ease.
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An opal like pebbled wall adds texture to the black and
white dining room mixture of “S” shaped chairs that
surround an Eero Saarinen’s dining table. A whimsical
Igno Maurer’s chandelier personalized the space with
notes from friends and a poem by the designer “1504”
hangs from paperclips attached to metal lines. A vibrant
green painted glass wall designed by Mrs. Corredor adds
a pop of color to a sleek texture.

The door way is an indication of where you are about to
enter is not an ordinary apartment. The double doors are
African mahogany wood with a red glass frame custom
designed by Corredor. At the entrance a red, glass wall,
light introduces the club like mood the owner desired, ‘’to
entertain friends,” he said.
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A low platform bed allows a full view of Miami’s Intercoastal waterways. At each side of the mahogany bed
there are pendant lights hanging by a clean wire line.
Wood floors soften the playful combination of orange, red
and white details throughout the room.
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A serene white leather platform bed blends in with the
white coverings and allows the pops of lime green to add
interest. Frosted glass doors bring in the light blue hues
from the outside.
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A combination of Opaque black slate and white Montblanc tiles divides
the wall into 3 textured bands. Duravit sinks are bold and stand apart
from the elegantly raised Victoria & Albertt bathtub. A touch of orange
is introduced by the art. The combination of elegance and masculinity
create a James Bond air.
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